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Permission to Use Research Results 

 
We often use examples of genetic genealogical research that we have performed for our clientele when we teach 

classes or write for the genealogical community.  However, we do not use client-sponsored research without the client's 
permission. 
 
If you feel that it would be acceptable to you for us to share the research we have done for you, please initial all the 
applicable statements below. All information on living persons will be redacted and only non-identifying information will 
be shown. You may withdraw your permission at any time with a written statement to us.  
 
Thank you for considering these requests.  
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
__ _I  permit Kinxions to use the genealogical research report prepared for me in portfolios to be reviewed by other   
        professionals.  
 
___ I permit Kinxions to share the results of DNA studies I have commissioned to be reviewed by other professionals.  
 
___ I permit Kinxions to upload my DNA results to third-party services for analysis, specifically:  (Circle) 

 GEDMatch 
 DNA GEDCOM 
 Ysearch 
 Mitosearch 
 Surname projects 

 
___ I permit Kinxions to use elements of the genealogical research and/or DNA studies I have commissioned as     
        classroom examples.  
 
___ I permit Kinxions to share the results of genealogical research and/or DNA studies I have commissioned in articles  
        written for scholarly publication including, but not limited to, genealogical periodicals, internet databases, and  
        family history compilations.  
 
___ If the genealogical research I commissioned is used in genealogical publication I would like my having commissioned  
        the research to be acknowledged.  
 
___ If the genealogical research I commissioned is used in genealogical publication I would like my name, address and  
        email address to be included.  
 
___ I would prefer that my identity be kept confidential if used in genealogical publication including, but not limited to,  
        genealogical periodicals, internet databases, and family history compilations.  
 
___ I permit Kinxions to use me as a reference.  
 
Comments:  
 
Signature: ________________________________________                                               Date: _______________ 
 


